1. Officers of the level of US & equivalent and officers availing conveyance allowance having their office rooms in Block-'B'.
2. Retired Employees, Sr. Citizens during their visit to Block-'B' and RMDD.

F. BLOCK-'A' BUILDING (BASEMENT-II) AND BLOCK-'B' BUILDING (BASEMENT-I)
- **Fluorescent Green Sticker:** For outlying Govt. Depts./Offices, separate pool vehicle passes having green background with words **Pool Vehicle Pass for Tashiling Sectt.** will be issued (5 Nos. per deptt.)

G. Pilots of the VIPs and vehicles of persons with locomotive disability shall be parked along the footpath and other categories of persons of disability shall park their vehicles at Basement-II of Block-'A' and Basement-I of Block-'B'. However, they shall produce the certificate of disability or disability sign sticker issued by the competent Authority which shall be displayed on the windscreen of the vehicle and such vehicle shall be allowed to enter the Tashiling Secretariat.

H. **Fluorescent Purple Sticker:** Officials of NIC and Mines Minerals & Geology Department shall park their vehicles within their complex [NIC].

I. The vehicles of **Secretaries and above level dignitaries** shall enter the Block-'A' building from the right side and exit from the other side, i.e. there will be one way entry and exit. For others, the vehicle shall move to Basement-I, Basement-II of Block-'A' and Block-'B' after dropping the officials at the Entry Point of the Block-A building or the officials shall go to their Offices from the respective Basements through lifts/stair case, whichever is convenient. **Only the vehicles with Red Triangle Stickers are permitted to park at the Plaza level and exit from the main entry gate. All other vehicles will exit through Loop via Basement II of Block A.**

J. The contact Nos. of both Drivers and Officials shall be pasted on the right side of vehicles for easy and timely contact at the time of emergency.

K. Sikkim Police (Traffic) shall provide adequate traffic personnel for ensuring smooth flow of traffic and proper parking of vehicles in Block-'A' and Block-'B' buildings and surrounding of Secretariat Complex.

L. All HoDs are therefore, requested to give their requisitions along with lists of Officers and Officers claiming conveyance allowance in lieu of Govt. vehicles, along with their vehicle numbers to Joint Secretary-cum- State Protocol Officer, Home Department at the earliest for issue of appropriate Stickers for parking as per entitlement.

By order,

Sd/-

(A.K. Shrivastava, IAS)
Chief Secretary,
Government of Sikkim.

Copy to:
1. All Secretaries/HoDs
2. Fr. Secretary, CMO
3. ACS to the Hon'ble Governor
4. All DCs
5. SP (East)
6. SP (Traffic)
7. File 

(Ms. Mingma Diki Sherpa)
Joint Secretary-cum-State Protocol Officer
Home Department